
Comments and ODDS responses to Case 

Management activities and the ONA worker 

guide version 3 

 

ODDS received comments from a variety of stakeholders and is appreciative of 

the time and effort given in helping to make this a useful document. Comments 

that were similar have been aggregated, others paraphrased. We have made 

every effort to address all conceptual concerns. Grammar and formatting errors 

that were noted in comments are not addressed here but are appreciated. 

 

A commenter asked for more specifics/clarity regarding fulfilling annual LOC 

redetermination when a case manager determines that the individual’s functional 

needs have changed, and an assessor ONA is required.  What should the case 

manager document to support that the LOC review was completed in a timely 

manner? Since this is a determination that can be considered a case management 

service and may be claimed (but not a claim for ONA completion), does the case 

manager’s progress note serve as the documentation the LOC review was 

completed in a timely manner?  

In this scenario the assessor is the one completing the annual LOC 

redetermination by submitting the ONA.  The CME would follow its internal 

policies around how that is documented, typically either the assessor 

records a progress note in the client’s record or the SC/PA enters it on 

behalf of the assessor. That progress note, documenting the submission of 

the ONA, is the record of the LOC being completed timely. The case 

manager’s note should show the reasoning behind their assessment that 

something has changed and requires an assessor to conduct the ONA 

A commenter wanted to know, for a child who has recently turned 5 will an ONA 

conducted by a SC/PA be a valid redetermination of the annual LOC.  

No.  The SC/PA won’t be able to submit the ONA (prevented by eXPRS) for 

the ages identified in the worker guide.  It will remain in “draft” status.  A 

Certified ONA assessor will need to complete and submit it. 



A commenter requested that the requirement for an assessor to conduct an ONA 

every 36 months be removed. 

With the additional birthdates added, the 36 month requirement is not 

necessary and has been removed. 

A commenter noted that assisting the individual to identify and invite the people 

in her/his life that can contribute to the assessment by being interviewed can be 

mistaken to be an invitation to make a CM billable claim for coordinating 

meetings, which is not a case management service. 

This shouldn’t be about scheduling, it’s the SC/PA using their knowledge of 

the individual and the individual’s circumstances to gather information 

sources to get an accurate assessment. 

A commenter expressed concern that individual support needs are not 

adequately being assessed using the current tool and process by not accounting 

for the impact providers have on managing challenging behaviors.   

The ONA (like any functional needs assessment) isn’t intended to replace 

the knowledge and understanding of professional support providers.  It is 

one of the documents used in identifying support needs. 

It is intended to capture supports provided to manage behaviors.  If active 

supports were provided during the year to prevent a specific behavior- that 

behavior should be marked “Yes, present in the past year”.  Once it is 

marked “Yes, ….” the presenting behaviors can be checked and the 

description or behaviors, description of cyclical behaviors, and notes (about 

that behavior) boxes are open to give greater detail about the behavior 

support needs. 

The intervention frequency includes both “Cueing” and “Proactive 

Strategies and physical prompts” items which include interventions that 

occur when the antecedent to the behavior occurs.  There is also a notes 

box at the bottom of the intervention item that can be used to document a 

more detailed description of the supports. 

The functional needs assessment is only one piece of the information about 

the individual that informs the overall planning process.  For individuals 



who need behavior supports, their documents should include a PBSP, a 

Safety Plan, or it should be addressed in the service plan. 

A commenter requested that it is clarified that the Freedom of Choice form is 

required when a child moves from one CIIS waiver to another CIIS waiver. 

An edit was made to the guide that attempts to clarify that point. 

Commenters note that the requirement to review SNAP assessments according to 

a schedule is no longer necessary per a Policy Transmittal. 

The bullet point requiring this has been removed. 

A commenter would like to know if a provider may request a reassessment. 

A provider can alert a CM to a potential change in support needs.  The CM 

will use their judgement to determine if an assessor should come do an 

assessment.  An individual (or their guardian) has the right to a new 

assessment even if they don’t have any reason to have one. 

The guide states “a case manager may discuss an assessor's scoring in order to get 

the correct scoring as intended in the manual and consistent with department 

policy.” A commenter would like to if this means a case manager will discuss with 

the assessor what the assessor has scored in order for the case manager to get 

the correct scoring on items they can change?  

The intent here was to promote the CM working with an assessor to get an 

accurate assessment, in particular when a CM thinks an assessor has not 

scored an item correctly.  Ultimately, though, as assessor’s judgement 

prevails 

A commenter would like more information about what is a “significant change” in 

need that would prompt the need for an assessor to conduct an ONA. 

This is the subject of the ONA training and is largely beyond the scope of 

this guide. However, generally speaking, a “significant change” means a 

change in any ONA item that only a certified ONA assessor can change. 

A commenter would like to know if providers are to be given a copy of the 

completed ONA. 



Per OAR, residential service providers (24 hour res, foster care, and 

supported living) providers must be given a copy of the most recent ONA. 

A commenter wants to know if there is a process during the ONA to explain to 

Individual or Guardians the process for a dispute or a hearing. 

There is a link to the dispute process in the guide, the full address is 

https://www.oregon.gov/DHS/SENIORS-DISABILITIES/DD/PROVIDERS-

PARTNERS/ONA/Process-ONA-Score-Concerns.pdf.  The annual notification 

of rights includes information about requesting a hearing. This annual 

notification is not tied to the ONA, though a CME may choose to adopt it as 

a practice. 

 


